
MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION
With SYG Joseph Luna and Admiral Jaes L. Holloway
April 1, 19711

I met with Joseph Luna on Monday, April 1, l974, with Pdrnlra].
Holloway, the nominee r the post of Chief of Naval Operations.

During the course of the discussion, they discussed Zuniwalt's
recent trip to Iceland, and. Admiral Holloway pointed out that
Iceland may want the U.S. to act more as a NATO agent in
Iceland. than as the U.S. Luna said. he thought that was possible.
I indicated that I did too, and that in fact re had considered
that earlier, but that Iceland had felt that they didn't want
anyone other than Americans on their soil and theref are it had.
been dropped. Bagley said he still feels that true, but he still
feels there might be some other things that could be done to
give it more of a NATO cast. Lima felt that sounds reasonable
in view of the fact that NATO's image has been eithanced in
Iceland as a result of the credit they have gotten for the
settlement of the cod war.
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